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AN INQUI RY INTO POETRY. 
1Hhat is poF!try? The question set before u s is 
most rlif-.f'icult of solution. It r~qu.i:res the postula tion, 
a priori, of certain mr:potheses, and it i, har d to frame 
the se s o they will be a cceptable to Hll, OJ:' to dBtermine 
aacurate ly th~ scop0 of their a' p lication once gr~nted. 
T:i1a.n, too, this problem deals with an 8-bstraotion, and ab-
Btractions are only explioable, ·to the majority at least, 
in t e rms of the concrete . And. poe tr~r, being an aesthetic 
abstraction, ir'3 f urther involved, in that it requires the 
consideration of still other Abstractions, each with its 
~'l.tt enci. ant ~:>tring of :!.Jostulates. All this attained, how-
~ver, and we h8.ve only an analysis, good enough fbr a :!:'orJnal 
definit :Lon, :yerhaps , but formal definitions are notoriously 
11ollow and.. inadequate. An enti t y is more than the qum. of 
its qualities. ·.rhe inner Sl)iri t. t.hat -o inds these q_,..ta li ties 
i nto an organic v,rhole is t.21e rf.::ally vi tal constituent. In 
:poetry this s:piri t, w11i c11 we mqy call the poe tic principle, 
is extreme l!' elus ive. 1rfe JU9.Y all of us be able with con-
s iderabl fj ac0ur~. r)Y to s e t tiown t111s cornposi tion as mere 
ve rse , that as po~try, out when we endeavor to declare wit}"l. 
f'iiHli tJr the :prin~i!)le whe't'eby 1 t must be so, we arH :t t once 
i :n a Iui s t. 
• 
• 
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Feeling that this inner spirit., +.. !1is poetic princi-
ple, is by far the most inrpo rtan't i? l('~lJlr~nt, our inquiry 
shall be concerned m~inl~r with 1 ts pursuit, with a side 
glance at corollary r.uatters as occr:tsion m..<:ty demand.. To 
postulate arbi traril;r he r e a nd then · mechanic9.lly deduce 
would be as fruitles s a s foolish. A theory h~re must be 
built up, with cautious cart=, at every step, and verified b~r 
cons t.Hnt referen~e. Once s.n induction is thoroughly estab-
lis:t1ed, then, and then only, rna.y it l:>e a!J:Plied, l>y "'laY of 
derl.uction, to tne judging of -products asp i:C'ing to the field 
of Art. 'rhis is to be our method , anc'l. !:tt the last we shall 
venture a synthesis of our in·._res tiga tionj", To this end we 
have divided the main !Jod. y of our inquiry into five heads, 
to b e tak.en U9 i n t,urn: the mission of poetry, the field 
of poetry, +..h0 m8t!1ods of poetry, the divisions of poetry, 
and the ~e chnique of poetry. 
Th~ mission of poetry is obviou s l~ first in order. 
We eannot estira..qte t!1e valuA or !3fi'iciency of !lnything 
until we know what it is f o :.. . Ou~r best method. ht?re is to 
consider poe try fil~st i n its l)ro:=tdest sense, and then 1n 
its narrower field as Art . 
As 3. term, poet~; iB so bro9.d as . to be !)ractically 
a c-:ttegory. We s peak of the I>oetry of Nature , - o:f the 
s"':'3.' -fur:!'owe d by t.l:le winds, gleaming iridescent in the 
• 
• 
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light, pulsing with ceas~l ~~ s s rhythm f-igg_inst the shore; 
of the fields, laughing i ll t11f' !-3 Un and rippling to t he 
breeze; of the mount.o,ins in their loft~r majesty; of the 
woocis, solemn wi th llWil" dimli t a1·~ 1es ; of the hopeful hush 
of dawn, qnd t i11:1 Hlagic myF.:~tery of eve. It, is evident in 
a ll this tha t we mean mor~:; than the mere obj ecti 11e. The:re 
ar<~ those who have eyes yet see not, on wl1om all this a1)1)eal 
of ~he out-of-doors is lost: the seat of poetry is in t he 
soul. Nature is there alike for all, but all do not r~-
~:9ond a lik.e . This is tr-ue even more of the sur)t ler poetry 
of painting, music, sculpture anci pro8e·. Ther~ are those 
who call a dirty Dutc11 ki t,che n by Tenier a Art, but there 
are scarcely those; so 1)0 l d ':I.S to call 1 t poe tr~r; 'rrhereas 
1 t is the I>o et ry, f ;.n .. more than the glow o f' color or the 
maste ry of techuique, that at once strikes in on looking at 
one of Sorolla 's groups of happy naked children playing on 
thr." sands. The Venus of Milo is a true :poem, that or the 
Medici a study in 
eleg : ~.nt a nd. cle~r 
ch3.rged with it. 
vo~U!Jt~~usness. 'rhe prose of' DTt;ct.en is 
bu~oid of I>oetry, while BurlY~1n 's is 
f. 
Just what do we mean by :poetrJ' in this sense? 
we h~::tve remarked that we :i1ean something subjective, but 
that is not enough. Do we mean that t l1e themes these men 
have chosen ar~ such a s poets us~, or that they have treated 
• 
• 
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them as poets would treat them? The latter is the tJ.:¥(le 
-:~.nsw ~~r: 'lnd that by so treating them they have evok <f";d in 
u s the same sort of feelings and emotions that pof,tJ:-~r 
evo1ce;:;. And it is in this sense that we S!)ElB.k or the 
poetry of the beautiful life, for suc~1 a life stirs wi t!1in 
us thoughts to which we can find no parallel save in the 
effocts of poetry. Now these em.otion':3 were before poetry 
,_llfas, and all t11a t the~r ow•"j to poetry is the term whereby 
we describe their e f'fects. urere there no poets, the:re 
would. still bB t hone who would thrill a t the sunset, but 
poe try, being the fi-rst a1.r-::qu:"'. te m~cliurn of e~ression, has 
lent i ts n:.un~ to all other media that s trive to convey the 
sa:mo li19ssage. If, then, we can fincl the conunon el~mr::.nt in 
the various forms brough t under the category, we shall have 
our first insight into the mission of poF-;try . 
We l1ave already d iscovered that all of these 
fo:rrns :1rouse ~motions. If' we examine these emotions a 
l i ttle olosely we will fUl"'ther discover that they- a re the 
hi.:?;her emotions . The sea, the woods, the fields, do not 
strike wi t11in us the chord of Beauty merely , l)Ut stir our 
deeper feelings. Even though 1ncohe;rent and inarticulate, 
tlloughts well up that try dumbl~r to utter unspe ."i~~:9.ble things 
thoughts that strive like half-fledge'iA ' to soar 
boldly to the sun but flutter 1rapotently baclc to earth. In 
• 
• 
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the vi:rginal freshness of morn or the murmurous hush of 
eve, the heart is purified. Hate and passion are forgot, 
and God 1 s hand seems to bA UlJOn us with a touc!.t of inf'ini te 
peace. In momr::n t s of reflection - and it is in these mo-
ments tha t. w~ rnost n~"lrl~r qpp:roach poetr~r - we ffi9.Y even 
be spu1•red to rend the veil ~" ense and pierce to the 
hol~r of holit'}s. And precisely what makes us r Aa.lize the 
poetry of Sorolla and of the Venus of Milo is that these 
awa'.-ce in u s these sr:1.me finer :feelings. He:r-P., -i;,l1en, is the 
clue: at once to the mission of poetry and t o its appeal, in 
that it calln up imperiously the bes t t hat is in us, purges 
us of the foul and base , ~nd sets our souls wingin~ toward 
the heights. The mission o f pof-'.itr~r is thus very clearl!r 
moral. If it can b~ put in 1. sing!~:~ vmrd, that word is 
service. 
Le t uc r10W turn to poetry in its more restricted 
sense as Art ( form9.1 poetr3r) and. see if our conclusions 
ar e verified. But first it will be needful to inquire 
S0~i1c'?'iiTh3. t into Art, -- an exam:ple o:f those disturbing 8,b-
s t:t.,actions whose presence was predicted. All are agre.,d 
that the foremost function of Art is ex1;ress ion, J)Ut a 
:more searching a nalysis will show that t his ex:9:rP-ssion must 
b~ of' s:piri t rather thr:1.n sense, or, oo:re r>roperl~r, of spirit 
through sense. '.rhe same qualities that lead us to ascribe 
poetry to the Venus o:f Milo lead us to call i t Art. On the 
• 
• 
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other hand, there a re m~ny w~1o would dissent if we barred 
the Venus di Medici 1)~ caug~ i ·t faila to mo:ike this dee:per 
appeal: and yet e ven t11e se s'3.me cri t ics are an~ng the 
first to yield t he Mi lo th~·, lof'tier :place. So it runs all 
throug11 Art: we rank Raphael above Andrea del Sarto, van 
D~rck abov.;; R11bens, the Victory above the Apollo Belviclere , 
1 ~h cj Iliad above the Henri~de, Wagner above Schumann , ::_,_nc: 
r.n:~.ny of us the Gothic cathed.Tal above the Greek t emple. 
Th~:re are even signs that a more discrililinatine t qste will 
refuse the name of Art entirely to tho se products that do 
not minister to man's highe r natt:re . 
1-~ow we llave said. before that the poetr!r of things 
about us r\oes not 9.1Tpear to all. '£he scales must f irst 
drop from our eyes, we must in a measure 'b~ inspired. If 
inspiration be Tequired for the obsr,rve r 11ou,r mutJ!1 more 
n~cessary it is, then, for the creator. :r· 0 t hings that 
we see d imly h e 1nust see clearly anr1. so !3r~t them b e :fol"e us 
that we, too, ca nnot fail t.c set: . Indeed , i f we are to 
keep the t e rm Art inviola t t; , we will no t 8.P9l :r i t t o any-
thing except where we f<~el ine vi tably t h e 1IIll)e lli.ng inspira-
tion behind it . I t 1 ::~ n.ot our :pu:r:pose t o ma.ke a division 
o:f the art r~ , nor r,o datermine whether dancing, etc. , fall 
-.vi tl1in t he ir scope, out it certainl~r is a pro sti tu t.io:n t o 
grant the title to the :purely ll1echanic crafts . I:c we b•:mr 
i n r.1ind the :fundamental need of ins:piration, we will no t 
• 
• 
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long be t empted into quibbling ni~eties ~s to whetlv:,r 
rhetoric and the like are arts or !3cienaes . 
Art, then, is a linitod term. The arts are 
l imi t eci basally 1)y inspiration, a nd Art, as the sum of 
the i r lH'od.uct, i s ~.:: till :further limited by the measu·r·c. cf 
!~h~ir inspiration. A modicum of t he d ivine a fflatus 'l7ill 
not r.mffice, or ever dilE~ttr:t.nte 1my claim his :pl ~vJe in 
the seats of the mighty. Only that i s Art ~hich a 99roaches 
adequacy and complc~ttmess . 
So muc.h for one prerequh::i te, lJut there are 
others. All Art, s :1. id Aristotle, is imitation, and his 
stat·:~w~nt h a s naver b•~en superseded. '"That do we lllean by 
i mi tB. tion? Is it a slavi :.:;h copying of details, setting 
c;own the thing just a s i t appears to sense? I:f so, 1·V'ntteau 
is t he gre.q_ test of our -painters; you can count the buckles 
on his gall 1-111 ts. Evid;:,ntly we imply some t hing: other than 
this , or what we call the ir:leal io banished. We do not 
a sk of Michael Ange lo's Mo se s t:t1at 1 t be ~ !)ortr-ai t with 
all the pro9het 1 s wrinkle!3 le:f·t intact. W'na t, tllen, do we 
ruean? Is it no t t l1is, ·that A:t .. t sh3.ll be true to spi :r-itual 
essentials, tl"'u~ to Na ture? 'fie associate with Moses siril-
:plicJ.ty, }~a-rvo~, s incerity, grandeur, ra:ptness, and it is 
these we r:lemand the sculptor to present, leaving to him 
freely the c1.1oice of his own methods. It is i n th.ie sense 
• 
_g._ 
th:!i t the Angel of Victor!' in Saint Gaud en 1 s Sheridan and 
that Rodin 1 s Balzac are highly mim~~tic. I~ is in this 
s~nse, too, toot Wordsworth' f3 11 Tintc.:l rn Abb~y" is 1mi ta ti ve; 
1 t presents the emotions t-11:?.. t we ourselves feel in the 
presence of the out-of-doors, as well as the mere obvious 
features of the l andsactpe. Tl1e artist 1s field of imitation 
is the inner rather than tlle outer. 
Art, 11ovrever, is not only irJita. ti~re but creati"tTe. 
'l'his of course follows . In the attempt to rf7Yeal spirit 
mirrored i n sense , evt:r!r artir3t h:q.s his own notions of what 
details will best s(:n-·ve his ~~nd. One ar·tist lllight reveal 
tA-'"'--J ~ ·1-· 
~ by a pose of t h e l)ody, another by a :facial expression. 
··I 
'l'his woul•i. be tru~ f.lVen i -r a ll saw alike, but since all do 
not t hus see, the opportunities for creativeness a r e in:fi-
ni tcly rnul t iplied. r ·,,1 the eyes of one, Cromwell r:1.:.gh t be a 
righteous leader , a "scourge of God", i n the eyes of an-
othdr, a hypocri tic~ ! self-seeker. Both oonce~t1ons, if 
adequately realized., \l'lOulc1 11e err, a tion and Art. 
From creation, too, :elows inte :'Il:re t :l t :lon. The 
:f'f-l!Jt that 9.11 do not see ~like ma.ke s this inevitable. 
Mere photogr~phy, as we have said , is not Art, for Art must 
give only essentials. ~ince these essentials will vary 
·wi dely w~ tl1 the angle of vision, their presen tl3.tion will 
vary cor:res:pondingly, ·J.nd here in we have 1nterpreta tion. 
• 
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Could. 8.11 nen see alike, interpretation would still :follow, 
~~01, imi ta.'tion ::tnd 1nter!)ret9.tion are at bottom much t !1e 
sar.Jt:, bo th a iming to body forth t he si ;tr,nificant. 
we have now ,p;one f'ar enough into Art to see that 
its mission, jut)t as th8.t we diBCOY~rl3d for poetry, is 
Service. Its fUnction, too, is to arouse our higher emo-
tions and., iH adci.:L tion, to disclose the inner imports. 
Strengthc:ned i n ou.r form~r conclusions, we may now proceed 
i n th r.;, ir lieh t to ex~mine formal r)oetr~r further. 
As an a:rt, Por=..:t:ry is the most intenJretative. 
This follo w:::; lJeoau~e speech is the clearest medium of ex-
r>ress ion. Al .. •Jhltectu:re, music, painting, and sculpt ure ad-
d res:3 the ~rnotion8 rather mo.?.e than t.hr~ intf~lleot, :?.nd , 
juat as in the case of the emotions called fox•th 1Jy the sea 
or t he mount~.ins, the :fe8ltn(~B tht.:lY swruno:n u}.) may be in-
nhoate or chaotic. Then, too, painting and_ sculpture are 
obliged to sr-;ize on a single momAnt as the sphere of their 
interpretation. TJ:1ey cannot g ive us 1), perfect picture o:f 
th~ soul with its struggles, inconsistencies and strange 
-:m~Re:e:-5,'\ as poetry can. It m3.y lJ::-' sa i r:l th8.t prose .£rul do 
this. 1Vell r-t.ncl good; in so :far as prose is truly inspired, 
t::uly j_ni t ::1. ti ve, ere a ti ve. r evea l in.?~ .o:tnrl inter-preta.ti 1re, 
junt so :far has · it risen into the realm of poetry. This 
i s v.rhB.t we mean lJy :poetic prose; what se::>arates it f urther 
•• 
-
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from po 1:c.: try we shall cons irl.er latel" • 
Poetry, we have decided, is inter::>re tative. 
Int3.rpretation without something t.o inte:~:;)r0t is, of course, 
impossible. What 1B th(7 aiw, th-:m, o f ;_)oetic inten•!)reta-
tion.1 In discuss ing Art, we hinted rq_ t !1er s trongl~r that 
1 ts 1nter!)r-etr:'l. t i Ye function was to 9ierce to the hidden 
springs of t-hings . I ~~ 1~ onl~· :phrasing the matter di:f:fe~ 
ently to call the goal of poetry Truth - and by Truth in 
this sense we mean s:piritual -rather than :factual, juGt a s 
""'r) 
It ·~ ·" 11111 tfi t. ion we meant something other than repro .·· u ction. 
we ask of poetry that it discover the vi t a l, a nct "thh:: io 
always the: t::cue. 'rhere may be those to O. i:::rpute this and 
to clRim that the goal 18 Be::J.uty. These we vvill l)Oli t ely 
refer back to our discus s ion of t.he category of pof'}tr~r, 
?There we determined. the mi sf~ ion and appeal of po0try to 
be in 1 ts aclclress to t h e hieh~n· feelings. \~rna t grips us 
on looking at +,h r:1 sea is somethin _s more than its color and 
rhythm: it is a sens e of its V'1.stness, o:f its constant un-
. ·.~ 
· rest, o:f a kinshi:P w·i tll certain of our ovm mood.s. As true 
. ,.. 
t o N ~=.t.u::ce, it is ~ t.he se tha t the poet must 1mJlr1so_n i n hi~ 
Vbi'se, ancl in so doing he is serving Truth ra·the r t ha n 
Bf':':<:tuty. Nor need he 8.t all sacrifice Beauty; t he ba sal 
spiritual truths are always beautif'ul. In t he }l ;~ _.,_t~d ~on-
. r " . tro,rer!3y now w~g;ing over Art for Art 1 B sake we are prone 
to overlook the :fact that those artists who haV(? succe ssfully 
\ 
• 
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stood the test of time have been th~ on~s who s~rved Truth 
S1Jpromely and. had no other gods b •?f ore her. But t here may 
still be those who are di seont~;,ntt-}d, who 1r1ill or~r out with 
Keats, "Truth is Beauty , Bea1..1ty Tr uth." These we will bid 
go further with us on our way, to our treatment of Beauty, 
first comfor t ing them , 'nowever, by granting t hat there is 
a very ~real sense i n which their d ictum holds good . But 
of thi H more herea.fter. 
Trut11 is still another !.ibstraction, flnd one on 
whose ~:pplication scarcely any t wo a r e Rgreed. '\'hat is 
1nost t ender and attractive t o one, so intimqt~ as to be a 
ruling motive of hi s lif'~~, undeni a ble, as :fixed as the 
l aws o f the Medes and Pf.:rsians , m'ly to ~nother appear harsh 
a.nd r epellent, utte rly I'J:mpty , :false, and foolish. Two 
artists, we remarked 1)·'-'fOl:'e, ::ni .~ht vmll see Cromwell with 
different eyes , and s o i t r uns through a ll t he scope of 
life. Hmv, t,J1e n, r?hall poetry seel<. :3- fter Truth, or ha ving 
founri 11er 013 :1ono:r~d, when none can say where she abi ... eth? 
\ !_)er!)l~xit~r, truly, but one that. a moment's re :ele ction 
will clear. 
Truth is of two sorts, absolut,e and l)e rsonal. 
Abaolute Truth only the passing o:f ages can discover, and 
th~re r.uay even then be some who will d emr. Howev•7r, certain 
hypotheses have become so well 6s t '.lOliuhed in the: s!)i~i tual 
e~)erience of the race that they mqy well be regarded as 
• 
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ultir!l!i.t e , such as the existence o:f 9. God, the beauty of 
holiness, and the wages of sin. 'I'hese y>Oetry first c~ is-
covered, lmt t hey arfj so f ew t h 1.t to 111{11 t po~try to them 
to-day would. bt? to st ifle o l~ ~it least crilJI)le it. ·while 
absolute Truth is its fi.n f-ll en(i. , it in with personal Truth 
that poetry ha s me.inly to do, ~1nd l'Jy this is meant Truth a s 
it honestl!' seems to the poet. As one of our modern bards 
h9.s pu 1~ i t , each must "paint the thing as h6 sees it. " 
Sin·Jeri ty is then the prime and. vi tal essential. If to 
th~ othe r poetic qualities the poet add t his he will always 
be sure of his place in Art. I -t 1~3 thiB cmapelling sin-
cority that makes "The City o f Dreadful Night" true Art, 
false as its philoso:phy rings to most of us, ~nd i t is the 
lack of this that m::.k e s "The Ballc:td of Reading Jail" empty, 
thoug:,. ~Jlev~n ... , V 1'? rBe. Of course, it is by absolute Truth 
that a poot 1 8 rank 18 at l.qst to be fixed, for there a re 
de .CJree s in Art a s in all e lse, l)Ut time alone can winnow 
0 . 
th~ f g_ lse from the t1~11e and make the final award .• 
we h~we now arrived at an understanding of the 
m1asion of poe try. Surru.m.rized f'or emph8.s1s anc:l conveni r:.nt 
r e.f e r ,·mce, it i B this: to be true to Nature, to be crea t1 ve, 
:r•~ve ,111n;~ , interrr:t"'etative, and sincere, and above all, -
really embracing all, - to serve, ever the wh-tle pr;_~ssing 
:forw.'-1.rd to the mqrk of 1 ts high c::tllj.ng , ':3.t)solute Truth. We 
• 
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will now proceed to ou1" second. head, the :fie l d o f po~jtry, 
applying what has a lready l)een learn~r:l '.1S we proceed. 
Poetry deals with a d ual field, the ext r~rnal 
1Norld ·u ld the hum ':in spirit. In t.he ea:r-lt>:st :po e try - ::~.nd 
this i s a sign of the une rring judg111Gnt o f t he oldf'.lr bards 
- the two :fields were not 'i ist:Lnct. Inde'9d, Nature was 
debidedl~r subsi(Ji ,:_~.ry, and only treated incidentally, as 
i t might t hrow li gh t or'._ t h e p o (3 t 18 rea l theme, man. Since 
ther e is R n.i yj_ gion to-clay, llowevf::l r, i ·~ s e ems wiser to 
proceed by way of lo ,r.;ir:n l ~umuls.tion, and to ~onsider the 
- . 
greater field last. 
Tl1(:l s implest 1•;ay to deal with the externa l world.._ 
i f~ in :1nd of itse lf', th3.t is, by descri:pt.ion merely. Poetl"J 
thus ti. ealing i s hard to f ind . :r'he :!.)o e t s e e J:J.s to fe e l, 
eve n. i t mqy be, deS'!)i te himself, that he is selling hiE: 
b ir t hright for a mess o:f pottagr~, that hi'3 Muse sh.oulrl be 
daring loftier fli ght s , ancl can scarcal!' !3-Voici seeking to 
interpret Nature to us by :-r.~fwr~n~f} to his O'Vi'!l :personality. 
However, the de scriptions; in Scott , i n Morris' "F.a.rthly 
P3.radise 11 , and i n '~homson •s 11 S€.~s.sons " are mainly of' the 
obj e ctive and i mpersona l sort. Pt=:rhal)s i t will aid us to 
unci.;j r s t.l'l.nt why these poe ts a r e not enthroned ~Jnong our 
k ings of ·ong when we see that they are shirlcing t 11e l)OP. t 'a; 
firRt ~ uty of Service . 
• 
• 
• 
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The reference to pP-:rsonality that f or ct:s it s e lf, 
as i t we r e , on t hese poe ts, i s g l adly a ccepted by others, 
'lUd when thi s has been done por::try h '?,s m~.cl-1 a forwa:":'d stride. 
Now when the po e t in dealing with N3.ture a s i t i s related 
to h imself, h e is, o i' cou:L'Se , ct.e9.ling '!.' itn it as !'le sup.-
:poses it relB.ted to a ll. Wi t'.1 SUIJe:rb a uda city he a ssumes 
that whatever arn)ea l s t hus '3.ncl s o to him must appeal thus 
and s o to a ll o i1hers. I t i s this unshakable confidence i n 
his own vision that .tLi~ras the a ir of finality to all his 
I·Wrk: ".I have said 1 t, t h erefore it is. 11 'rhe "I " i n hin 
v. ork transcends the ~ersonal anQ becomes ~1iversal. 
I ~1 hie relation of external nature t o hims~lf , 
the })oe t may confine himself to the emotions or may broa den 
h i o f ield to t ake i n the i ntellect as we l l . I n ~he l a tt er 
case he b ecomes r efl e ctive and links t l1e ou ter world not 
only to himself and to others 1)u t t o the co smic orrter. Both 
ty.pes are et!lic-=J.l, bu t the sfjcond· is the higher. 'rhe 
na ture :pot:t ry o f Burnz 18 fairl~r re9reseni.'1tiv,::, of the 
first. Pity, sympa tj1.y, gratitude, love, and the other 
nobler pass ions ar~ 9ti~~ed. but th~re iR not th~ attemPt 
a t a l)h i losophic concatenation of phenoinena into a system 
that ,,.hall be int0r})re t a ti,re of the back-lying IOOral wor ld. 
Nature if.; to the -po t: t on this plane a minister o~ goorl , but 
he scarcely as yet perceives that its virt ue· lies i n i ts 
b e ing the hera of God's ga r ment. 
• 
• 
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Of the second type of poets treating of n ature, 
those who h9.ve ci ivil1~'jd the t.ie t!1at '.'\l'elds the physical to 
the moral ord.Ar i ns. perfect union, who have glimpsed God's 
f3.ce behin(i th:-: veil ~=tnd. who s t:ri ~re to utter whe. t they h3.ve 
sr-:en, '.iJordswortl1 anrl Tennyson are good. exan.1ple s. Nature is 
to 1)otll s ome thing fq_r mo1,e than an angel of lte ·rcy. •ro the 
one i t L-; the witness of God's l)resence, t.io tlF~ o t her, the 
key we refer to the "In MemoriRm 11 - to th~ tangled 
pro ljler.as of our intellr.~ctual life. 1!ff1en poetry attempts 
the fusion of nature, science, philosophy , and religion, 
it has fully entered upoi1 i ts sublimest conquests outside 
of the ept.1o and the drama. 
Tll-.3 second great field of po e try is t h e hmn.:t.1 
s9irit. As the hums.n spirit cannot by its n8.tu:re be unre-
lated , any trea tment of it .tnust be of it.:.s rf:~lations. These 
r e lAtions of the soul fall into two classes, to itself and 
others, and to the 1lloral order. 'rheJ:-e is really a third 
class, the relation to the external world, but this has 
already been dwelt upo n conversely. Let us d18cuss the 
first olass. 
Having nov/ r:mte:red a realm that is lJeculia:rly emo-
tioilal, t he most na tu1'al forms of po~try here .ar'e the l!rrio 
and_ thtJ drama. r·ne host of cha rming love lyrics, lyrios 
lik•:) B:r.ownin~ 's "cavalier Tunes 11 , :poems like 11 E!ldy·mion 11 , 
and dramas such as "A Miclsurruner Night's Dream" and l""Om'.lntio 
• 
• 
• 
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co::-:1edy generally, deal wi ·th hum.an hearts mainly in their 
l ... '~ l~tions to e!3.~h other !3.lone , wit;hout ref'erenc~ to the 
!Jond that colligates all i nto a moral cosmos. Such IJO e try 
may be good. but i 1~ can ne ver oe the best. In so far as it 
truly unveilR the soul, gives u s sy~np3tl1e tic ins i ght into 
our own and others' n a tures , and affords a 0lue to t he 
subtle ties and complexi t i e::; o-f our inner li fe, it is obed-
S~'[ 
i ent to 1 ts g1"eat wi:-=:;sion ofl\~i:e-rr.ge , f or 1 t i s sup!)lying 
us thE:: cia t 9.. r,r1wr~w¥i th t0 go furt11er. Such poe tr!' has mu ch 
t he ~-3 ame rel?l tion to the greatest poetry as scitnce 11a s 
to :philoRo:phy; it collects and arranges phenomena, ct iYides 
them in to genera and spe cies , ~~ven ventures a: form!:\ l 
~:maly sis, l)Ut does not go behind the eXl)lanation f or the 
inte rvpre t a tion nor expound the spi ritual tP1i t ~r that ilJ.u-
mines a ll with its cogent cohf:; !'f~:n ce. 
':1r_:,;::n we come to t lle second 0l ass, t he preeHlinen t 
~'orm:J ~re t:t1e epic and the drama . The lyric, t,oo, ia s ome-
tLnes employed, but i t s nai·row limitations forbid it a 
comprP.hensive range . The serious drama by nt!cr::ssity con-
stantly re:fers b a ck to t he i.noral orr1er. The d.ram._q, deals 
with life, a nd the 1'3.ws O·f li :fe a r e the l aws of' morality • 
Tl1e 90et who :firs t p u t Ul)Ol1 hi'3 J~oll 11 '!:'hr~ w~g"'s o:f sin is 
death 11 was but e:pi tomiging t J1e conclusions t hat have been 
thrust hom•; to e very imp:~rtia l observer. There may bl3 
poet s who r t?be l B.t the f anci ed injustice o:f these s tringent, 
• 
• 
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relentless l aws, but they dare not f'ail to t ake cognizance 
of them if they hope to produce real clram~. Dram:'l must 
-present life ~s it in, not as the -poet might wish it to be, 
and morality, as ~ ph:1s~ of life, must be presented as 1 t 
is. It iR i'ict.bli ty to mora lity as existent that makes the 
Gre f"; k dra!na, bqsed. on utterl!' different ethics than our 
own , so prof,undly moral. Some rlligh t h ere suggest, how-
~ver, that if the rebel poets be right and all our moral 
traditions wrong, drama is then founded onl~/ in convention, 
whic!l mB.Y be highl~r immoral. Not at all. •.rhe dramatist 
need not acce·9t convention blindly. Until our rnor9.l con-
oeptions h'3.ve first been revolutionized 1Jy other methods, 
lle u1ay not substitute a l aw of his own, but he has other 
recourse. WhilH conf'orming hi B action to t11e current doo-
trine, 1.1e may indirectly inri.icate wha t he feels to be the 
truer ~riew . Were I to be firmly convinced of the right~eous-
n E.:S8 of "elective 3.ffini tit~S II and make it the theme of' a 
C!.ram.-'1, ill!i work would be a butt of derision if I had my 
he!'o :1 ccl~imed l'Y all the world for his 0ouragc.: a nd o:pen-
PJt"-C-f?r. ~t: 
mindedness, for such an outcome would. b e unt:r"'..l~ t oll hurnan 
nature. I would be con~t:r.•ained to mete out to my hero the 
:punish!ilent common to such cases , but I coulrl still :preach 
my dogma by arousing such sym:pat11y f'or him as to wean r.ay 
audience :frolll the •::rror o-r t,hei-.:- ways.-- But all of this ~ 
• 
• 
/ 
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only gor::B to show what was stat{;~O. 1J c~fo 1'~ , that drama cannot 
exint without reference; to morali t~r, any more than lire 
can exist without re ferr:moe, evr·m though un~onsoiou s, to 
philosophy. As in th~ c~se of Truth, Art does not ask that 
the moral schr:::me l)e ·:t1)solute o::r.- fin::1.1, onl~r that 1 t be sin-
C':3re. 
These sane oonsiderRtions apply to the epic. 
1~rnr~n it deals YTith life, qs it largely does, it is rooted 
and groundr:;,d in morality, and the poet vrho is false to 
fundam~nt~ls is hop~lessl~r damned.. When it adv~:mtures the 
loftier themes of Heaven and Hell, it no longer merely 
rf3:fers to IIl0!'9.li ty: mor8.11 t~r is then its very marrow and 
substance. One of the first inst~noes of our insatiAble 
mental curiosity is the eff ort to formulate the exr)t7riences 
of life into ~ ration:t l moT.'ale. This ·moral instinct - for 
we mqy well o3.ll 1 t so -- is manifested very early in 111an 's 
his t ory 1Jy t he g::.-o::p 1ng towarri religion, and. the songs o:f 
our oarliest l)ards llre pregna nt with it. For this reason 
t +it 1 f "v t " , 1 t 1 t th t b ,2~ ., , eo a es, -t pres.~, was g ven o e lJO !"; ,., e-
cRuse it was :fel t that he stood as mediator and. rev;:'lal~~ 
between the gods ~d men. Any poetr;r, ~-! len, such as the 
epic, seriously l):retending to dBal wi t',h m~n in his rel9.-
t.ions to his :fellows, that ove rlookB thiB primal and 
primeval instinct is void. I:c i t 1)e beautif'ul, 1 ts sin is 
• 
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t:i:le greater, for having invited us to 3. banquet 1 t but 
sets before u s goldf.;JH dishes, ~unningly graven but empty. 
Having attained ·Bome definite ict.e3. of the purpose 
and content of :po e try, we are now '.J.Ualiried to consider 
its methods. Of these th~ most obvious is selection. In 
address ing the '='motions primarily, and through them the in-
tell E-:J ct, poetry must m~ke :'3. choice of materials, munt select, 
ot!wrwise 1 t cl egenera·tes into a servile copy , in which there 
is no virtue. The things around u s s trike the senses o:f 
all much the same. To ha ve them s l a vishly describec'l. to us, 
be it never so prettily, :t B unins})iring. W'.:.11a t we want of 
the poet is that he sha l l nake u s see i n familiar things 
that which has be,":!n holden from our sight;, or put defini t ely 
for us the t.h ings which we h8.Ve seen but dimly. 'T'!e dem.qnd 
of ::-1 1 111 to cast the beam from our eyes , l)ut first he must 
c g,st t,he mote from his own. If his vision have no more 
d _ 
M ari t:, y than ours, we ·waste our time liBtening to 111m. To 
1\ ~ 
see r:~. single daisy on a mountain with the ~Y~ o f the soul 
i s more tha.n to trick out the entire mounta in in b·=tld sens~ 
images. Selection, thon, i~3 b8.sall~r de t er mined by the 
!)OF-Jt 's aim, for without forlil there can be no orderl~r ex-
pression. If he would IIl!:tke us see as-pira tion i n the (:;agle, 
he cannot well stol) t o d.e9iot the oolor o:f its :feathers. 
Everythine not c n<5.uai ve to t111'3 lues sage he seeks to phrase 
• 
• 
• 
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must be ruthlessl~r ~~liminated . Detsils must be pruned. away 
until only the s1gnific!1nt remqins. 1illhat we call decadence 
if3 due l a r gr:: ly to a misconception of thio princ.iple, al-
though tha root of it lit=~s further back , in a m1sconce:pticn 
of form. •rne d1':1c'3.dent fancies l)Oetry , a s dealing so 
largel~r in sensuous terms, to be addressed to the sf·nses 
rather than to the soul. fo 111m 1 t is the eagl ~~ 9.3 :'\ whole 
that seems impol."tant, and a few strokes fail t o fill in 
the picture . Leaving nothing to t he i m.•:1gination, h~ lavishly 
~iles detail on detail unti l we ~re lost i n the welte r, ru1d 
he thus defeats his o•Nn enr'i .• 
All thi s obtqins equall~r for the emotions . The; 
poet addresses the emotions primarily, but his fina l oh-
jective !)0int is the S!)irit. ~i th ins!) ired ins ight ht:: sees 
that he can win his way easier by the open rJoo:r of' feeling 
than by forcing the thrice-barred ga tes of intellect vi tll 
the cold steel of lo gic. Oux- tru3st intuit i ons often lie 
too deep to b~ g3.inf~d 8 t once by reason, but sentiment is 
a sure open sesame. All emotions wilJ. not, howeYer, equally 
well sul)se:rve an end. Fear will not move us to 0harity no:r 
scorn to :9iety; form iB again the determinant. Eva:r intent 
upon llis purpose, the poet must d iscard all e11 0tions s:'1.ve 
such a s further it. More than that, he must oo.mpress the 
emotions he employs . Restraint is a :prime c:-:tnon of true Art , 
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for exaggeration at once repels and the poet's object i s to 
• co nvince. Poetry dare not be unlovely, and violence is 
always so. It i s strange that the decadent s , ~'ith their 
passion for Beauty, have so largely overlooked this. Here 
again, however, a misconception of f orm is to blame. They 
h ave mistaken emotion, which is but a means, f or an end, 
and, intoxicated. wi th t he feelings they imagine they have 
called up, go reeling off in drunken force. 
• 
• 
Not the least ins t ance of selection is in the 
choice of diction, me aning by this both words and their ar-
rangement. When di 0tion h 8.s been aptly chosen , the poet 
has att a ined style, that is, the wedding of perfect thought 
t. o perfect ex:Dression. ~rhe means of this is, of course, 
words, but the thought is paramount: beautiful words are but 
the light of style. When there is too close attention to 
the mere mechanics of style, the rounded phrase and the like, 
manner results. This is not evident in pure style, but 
very few of our poets have attained this. Shakespere is 
free from manner, :Milton is not, Browning is burdened with 
it, decadence is rife with it, - to be expected from its 
deYotion to craft rather than Art. Even our King James 
Bible seems to have a measure of it .: witness the ease with 
which it can be roughly parodied. Thi s is :probably due, 
however, to its archaicisms rathar than to any innate defect. 
we have said that t hought is paramount; if the thought be 
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"simple, sensuous, and })as s iona.te", 11 pu.re, perspicuous, and 
.. musical n (which t wo of our poets h ave said :poetry should 
be), the language must needs be so as well. As drapery is 
molded to the body beneath, so is style molded to its con-
tent. To attempt an analysis of style into its tangible 
constituents, hoping thereby to discover the secret of its 
creation, is utterl~r vain. Having decomposed a rose, by no 
means whatsoever may we recons trv.ct it from its components; 
nevertheless, the divt sion of a flower into :petal, corolla, 
s tamen, even i nt o hydrogen, oxygen and the like, is not 
Vlithout a certain utility. Poetry aiming to convince by 
• 
•• 
way of the emotions , the chief aims of its style are clarity 
and suggestiveness. Clarity implies simplici ty, s i nce 
:poetry is addressed. to all, and simplicit~r implies the simple 
word. A cursory glance at any of our greatest poets will 
show t.he prevalence of such words. suggestiveness is per-
haps best attained b y the specific word, often by its sudden 
flash in the mi dst of more general ones. Two random quota-
tions, one from Herrick, the other from··Keats, will mtff ice 
to show this. 
11 Gather ye rosebuds while ye may." 
"The bois terous, midnight, festive clarion." 
•rhe f irst is an instance of the sugge s t i veness of the· 
specific word by itself, the second, of its suggestiveness 
• 
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in combination. 
A mention o:f. diction in its larger sense of the 
arrangement of words we shall defer, as more logicall~r be-
longing there, to our remarks on Beauty which follow. 
Tlle seco:t1d. great method. of Poetry is Beauty. There 
are so many differing views on this abstraQt ion that it will 
be well to pause a moment ancl define the term as we under-
stand it and shall use it. To us, Beauty and the beautiful 
are merely the pleasing. Is, then, a Spanish bull-fight_, 
which Jl.JUst be pleasing to be so :popular, beautiful? Yes, 
to those who find :pleasu1·e in it. Beauty requires a mental 
category to c~nprehend it, and this category, just as the 
time and space categories, is more developed in some than 
in others. Those whose delight is the brutal and sensual 
have not, certainly, a high conception of Beauty, but even 
for them the beautiful exists. It would seem from this 
that Beauty is in evolution. Rather should we say that our 
conceptions of Beauty are in evolution. Absolute Beauty is 
changeless and eternal, but, like absolute Truth, it re-
quires ages to discover it. The only approach to it is through 
personal Beauty, Beauty as it seems, and this is constantly 
· e varying. It is wi t l1 this sort of Beauty that poetry has 
to do. When we say that the Greeks prefer Beauty_, the mod-
erns the characteristic, we err. Both seek for Beauty, but 
the ideas of it have changed. To us the spiritual is the 
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truest beautiful, and its fairnes s i s r..ot l!larred. for us be-
· -- CR.use garbed. in an outer foulness distasteful to the more 
aesthetic Hellenes, ano. in thiF; we have progressed. further 
toward absolute Beauty than the~r. It is because the Romans 
of the l a ter ~mpire revelled in the physical that we find 
their poetry so revolting , not because they lacked. BeEr.t.~ty, 
for they possessed an abundance of it as they understood it. 
An ob jection might be raised at this point that a poet 
could indulge in all sorts of fantastic grotesqueness, and 
solemnly assure us, if we f ailed t.o appreciate him, that it 
was because our ideas of Beauty had not yet sufficiently 
evolved. To th.iR the 13.nswer must be that time will tell. 
It is just such things a.CJ this that prevent us from esti-
mating accuratel~r a poet in his own day. He~ be wiser 
than the ages that have gone before, or at least wiser 
than his own generation, ann. so out of tune with his times; 
and if so we will be sure t o underrate him, because none 
win ot~ most immediate praise save they who tickle our ears 
with the echoeB of our 01vn fancies. Time alone can weigh 
the poet in the balances and declare him true weight. or 
found wanting. A reference to what has satisfied in other 
• days is, however, a broad gauge. 
But to retu:rn to our definition of Beauty as the 
pleasing. If nowhere else, this certainly holds true in 
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poetry. To sz>eak of the nauseous in poetry as beautiful, 
-· - or of the beautiful as nauseous, would be misnomers. What, 
then, of the decadents, who certainlJr surfeit and cloy and 
who certainl~r claim Beauty as their divinity? The answer 
lies here, the decadents have adopted standards of the 
pleasing which the taste of all times has declared false, 
and the test of t.heir falsity is that they have not yet 
• 
• 
g iven us anything at once inspired and revealing. Thns the 
decadents slay their own goddess and debase Beauty by exalt-
ing it. 111e fact that Browning does reveal and inspire, 
although in terms of Beauty as yet caviare to the general, 
is what leads many o f us to belie'\re that certain precon-
ceptions of Beauty must be altered. At all events, the ap-
peal of l)Oetry is to the spirit, and before her bar Beauty 
must finally stand for judgment. 
Beauty is, of course, a necessit~r in . poetry. The 
first desire of :poetry is to appeal, and no passion is so 
uniformly developed in us, so capable of being appealed to, 
as that ·of Beauty. Moreover, the odious can never move the 
heart. The ways of poet~J must be ways of pleasantness and 
its paths must be paths of peace • 
. 
Beauty is not an external, a garment to be shuffled 
on and off. Just as style is but the reflection Of the 
underlying form, so is Beauty; a translation of the inner 
• 
• 
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into the outer. The beautiful concept, if fully realized, 
always impresses its Beauty on its express ion. The Beauty 
~~~1 
ofADante Rossetti disgusts because the ideas it embodies 
are disgusting, the Beauty of Milton uplifts because the 
ideas it embodies are uplifting. If the thought seem to be 
beautiful and the expression not adequately so, it is be-
cause the poet did not thil~ through and our minds, more 
;:.wtive than his, leap the gap he has left. Thought:::: oftf3:n 
come thronging upon us that we cannot utter, but they are, 
/ after all, only half-thoughts, what the French call Ina)tquet;..s, 
not fully complete. Were they perfectl~r developed, they 
would break into speech as readily as our most conm1onplace 
not ions. And so with the beautiful. 
In defining Beauty we remarked that its appeal is 
to the spirj_ t. This follows from our discovery of the mis-
sion of poet~J as Service, for it is the spirit that poetry 
is to serve. To the highly ethical spirit nothing can be 
pleasing but the Good, and the Good is always the True • 
. ; 
When the poet has realized this, has synthesized the Good., 
the Beautiful, and the True in a harmonious union, he is at 
once on the highest plane. . It is here that K~' maxim is 
apposite. Poetry is concerned ~ with Truth,in so far 
as it is beautiful. Much of Truth is not so, as that hydro-
gen and oxygen in cert ain proportions make water. Onl~r 
~ 
spiritual Truth lies in the IJrovince of" poetry, and this is 
• 
• 
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always beautiful to the spiritually minded. In this sense 
Keats' identification of Beauty and Truth is fraught with 
deep significance, but this is scarcely the sense in which 
he understood it or in which his admirers have used it. 
It is failure to see this principle that mr:1kes decadence. 
Deeming the emotions as such, rather than as avenues to the 
soul, to be the matter of poetry, the decedents bend all 
0 
their efforts to please them, fond ~ imagining the result 
" to be Beauty. The~r riot in the sensual because the sensual 
most readily stimulates the superficial sensibilities. 
This blind obeisance before false gods de.Prives them of a 
message and makes of their work nothing but a mosaic of 
dainty devices and quaint conceits. 
~here is much talk of the means of securing Beauty. 
It v1ould be better put by saying the means by which Beauty 
expresses itself, for i f Beauty exist not within it can 
never ap:!;)ear without • It is only the tyros, the poetasters, 
who think to gain Seauty by extern~.l methods and so bedizen 
·their verse with sweBt frills and embroideries. Every 
figure, every tl.trn .. o :f s:peech, of the t:rue poet is part and 
parcel of his concept ion. A hasty study of the modes whereby 
Beauty comes to self realization may not, however, be amiss • 
First of these is imagery, that is, tropes. Of these the 
metaphor iB usually conceded to be most effective. Another 
is a change in the order of ~<'rords , notably the inversion, 
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in which Milton delights so much as to make it a mannerism. 
.• Or it may be allusion, historical, literary, or EJytholo g ical, 
but the allusion ls an encumbrance unless an integral part 
• 
of t he o rganic ide a. Perhaps most import ant of all is 
melody, because it is this r:~ore than anything else that dis-
tinctively differentiates :poetry from prose. 
Melody is essential to poetry. We realize this 
i~1 our common phrases such as "songs of the heart, an::l 
11 r£IUsic in the soul", feeling instinctively the kinship be-
tween poetic ideas and nrusical express ion. In a large sense, 
poetry is but written song. Certainly nothing makes &~ch a 
vride appeal - and this i s 1rrhat poetry is after -- as :melody, 
nor so QUickly excites the emotions . lt1rance marched to its 
red birth t.o the stirring "Marseillaise" and the terrible 
"Ca Ira", and Longfellovr' s facile nru.sic has won him a place 
) 
in many h earts deaf to greater voices . Just as noble 
thoughts seem to sing in our souls, so v.re expect poetry to 
reproduce this dulcet inner harmony. The "lyric cry" in 
four short lines will vring a sentiment further than all the 
ponderous tomes of learned disputants • 
.Melody has, too, another function, -- sugges-
e tiveness. Many of the IOOst c..greeable sensations of music 
are produced by the overtones, and there is a close analogy 
to this in melcd.ic verse, where we often feel more than the 
mere words would seem to warrant. As an example of this 
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e xamine Poe' s "Annabel Lee", or, indeed., alr~ost any of his 
po er11s , for Poe i s a master of 1nusic. I t need hardly be 
s aid that suggestive ness , subtly tempting the mind to g o 
beyond the mere phrase, leading it into realms 'ilh ere soul 
meet s soul without the need of speech , is highly desirable 
in l?Oetry, e s peci a lly since t he Romantic enfranchisement. 
The technique of me lody is the technique of poetry 
in general, so we will reser~re i t.s discussion till 1ater 
and now proceed. to the third and last great method of poetry,. 
imagination. Imag ination has a two-fold aspect, subjective 
and objective. s ub jectively it is a mental faculty, ob-
j ectivel~r it is the product of that faculty. As a product, 
it is of t wo kin ds. It may be the central i1J.uninating 
idea which lies back of and conditions a whole poem, or it 
may be the peculiar s i tuat i on by which this idea is 
realized. Thus in Brovming's "Saul", the central i d.ea is 
the r evelation of t h e C!hrist, the s ituation is in having 
this reve lation dawn on the shepherd lad,-David as he 
soot hes the dera.ng ·ed King . This latter might be call ed the 
imaginative setting . It is entirely · distinct from Be auty, 
indeed 1 if beautiful, is merely so incidentally. I n another 
• IJoem by Browning, the "Soli l oquy in a Sp.anish Cloister", the 
setting, as such , i s ug l!r, the message being enunciated by 
an od.ious c!'l. c:.ract.er. Of course, imagination in its larger 
s ense i s entirely within the f'ield of Beauty 1 is, in f act, 
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one of its a priori determinant s . A notable difference be-
t we en Greek aesth etic and our O'l<vn is that the former r e-
quirerl Beauty of both forms of imagination, while the l atter 
f inds a deep spiritual satisfaction i n the df.scovery of 
Beauty in ,ugliness and virtue in strange places. 
Imagination in the sense of setting very largely 
makes up the creative element in po etry. There is nothing ~ 
new under the sun in Truth, and poetry must depend for its 
value on the reworking of the old. As the final goal and 
final test of the highest poetry is absolute Truth, the 
greatest poets merely recreate what has been from everlast-
ing unto everlasting and ~~e~hoice of their medium lies 
their originality. The importance, therefore, of this 
choice can scarcely. be overestimated; and it is f3nt irely a 
·.• 
choice, for Browning might well ha'lre put his revelation of 
the christ. in the mouth of Isai8h or another of the prophets, 
and we can scarcely believe it would then have been so potent. 
Imaginat ion a lso aids the prophetic elenent. As 
a seer, the poet divines new applications of Truth of which 
we h~ve been ignorant, or rediscovers some truth so o l d as 
to be new. A cold state1oont of his message will not in-
• validate it but will oertainl~r lessen its appeal. If he 
would smite straight to the heart his work rntlst be shot 
through with the warm flashe s of the Gleam, glowing white-
hot with the fire of coals from the altar. As his access 
• 
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to the spirit is by the emotions, the strengthening service 
of imagination is !H:,tent, for it alone can fan t .he fires of 
feeling. 
Up to this :point we have been dealing mainly with 
poetry in general. We may now safely attempt to apply our 
remllts, ~oncretely , to the specific divisions of poetry. 
The simplest of these i s the lyric, a word that needs slight 
definition. Professin5 to be song, it :n:n.tst be brief, be 
highly musical, and address itself even more narrowly to 
the emotions than other modes. If lengthy, it ceases to 
be strict.ly lyric or breaks up into a nv.mber of short 
lyrics, -- as Tennyson was wise enough to see in "In Memo-
riam", which is a string of pearls on a golden thread. If 
not highly musical, it is false to its title. As it is the 
most direct forB of verse, it speaks with the most finality, 
having scant t :tine t. o argue or expound. It must thus of 
necessity depend for its force on the intensity of the er1o-
tions it awakes. Its analogy to ~~sic, which it sinrulates, 
is here evident; both hit the heart r ather than the head. 
Because of its brevity and it.s dependence on music, 
tlle lyric is inferior to the other dbrisions of poetry. Al-
e though it may be informed with a spiritual content, and 
often is, that cont ent cannot have the breadth of the fuller 
modes. Its analogy to music restricts it entirely to the 
emotions and it dare not be argumentative. The moment it 
• 
• 
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becomes so, it is a lyric no more, but a reflective :ooem, 
even if retaining the lyric structure. This distinction may 
seem arbitrary, but we feel it to be essential. The lyric 
is by title and nature song, rmd when it ··transcends the 
laws of song it is something other, -- something higher, to 
be sure, for we have said that the lyric is inferior, ))Ut 
yet no longer lyric, though it still possess many lyric 
features. song and 1 ts music are not restricted to the 
lyric alone, but the lyric nrust be sh.eer flong and nothing 
else. 
For its loss in sco:pe the lyric is ~rtially com-
pensated by intens ity. Like the nrrow, it speeds straight 
to the mark. Its condensation makes it highly concentrated, 
and this gives it a directness and decisiveness that are 
unequalled elsewhere. In appearance at least, it llas greater 
inspiration than other :poetry, for, like a stag :pressed hard 
by the hounds, it nmst leap the chasm between the poet's 
heart and our own, ann in the boldness and swiftness of 
the leap consist its &lccess. A thunderbolt hot from the 
skies, it strikes with exceeding suddenness. Deignin6 not 
to explain, it claims at once its divine right, assumes its 
utterance to be beyond cavil, and speaks out Vli.th a fina lj_ty 
not elsewhere achieved. It has thus the air of being more 
prophetic than all other exr~essions, and it is significant 
• 
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that all poets when ~s seers they voice the absolute break 
into song. No element is so Imrely }Joet ic as the lyric at 
i ts b8st. The lyric note, without which no poetry i s great, 
is only the .dJEexpeutw emergence of line s so utterl~r com-
:plete in the realization of their r evelation that they lilt 
their lullin(t\\•ray resistless ly to t h e heart; or the ~iiiteldcm 
flash of summary poignant lines, tingling with the tensity 
of their pas s i on, seeming to burst forth like the nighti~~ 
gale's sweet ecstasy of pain or the cry of a woman i n travail 
longing to be delivered. such lines are: 
"The Ijo:rd is my shepherd; I shall not want." - Psalm 2.3. 
!tAll we like sfieep have gone astray." -- Isaiah 
"The curfew tolls the knell of parting day. 11 Gray. 
"God's finger touch' d him, and he slept." -- Tennyson. 
"Old, unhappy, far-off things." --Wordsworth. 
And: 
"MY God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me? 11 - Psalm 22. 
"Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen." 
"0h lift me from the grass! 
I riie! I faint! I fail! 11 -- Bhelley. 
Rev. 22. 
tl A 
/;~7 
~ but to die; and go we know not where." -- Shakespere. 
"Yet Ah, that spring should. 'ranish with the Rose." - omar. 
such lines may be said to be perfect lyrics in themse lves. 
• 
• 
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The intensity of the lyric, of course, springs 
froH its f undamental linitation to one narrowl~r-fixed 
emotion. Diffuseness here would be ruinous. From t h is in-
tens ity and. the simplicity it necessitates, courJled with 
its inimitable music, comes its quick H:PPeal. Music is the 
fairest of the hand.maidens of Beauty, and Beauty is the 
most accessible of the pass ions. The d.irectness of the 
lyric, too, strikes those who would be impervious to the 
intricacies of a higher mode. Thus the lyric, whilo of it-
self ~-n inferior medium, ha.s qualities which absolutely de-
mf.md incorporation by other media if they hope to be ade-
quate • 
Next above the lyric stands reflective })Oetry. In 
this general term we would inclucle all that vast body of 
verse neither epic, dramatic, nor atrictl~r lyric. There is 
for this no definite law. Its length is indeterminate and 
it has a large freedom in structure. As most nearly a~ 
proaching the lyric, however, the lyric melody and the ly-
ric aptness are indispensable, for it cannot otherwise hold 
in solution its freight of didacticism. Its gravest danger 
is that it will fail to take the imagination into account 
and appeal too largely to the reason, so ~egenerating into 
sermonizing. And while sermonizing may be highly effective 
in prose, it is f atal to poetry. 
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A long step above reflective poetry is the epic. 
• . The epic is a poem heroic in concept ion and execution, deal-
ing witl1 large issues in a large ~:ray . It detaches from 
• 
• 
life some ,,ast phase, which is at the same time not too 
vast to be grasped in one single percept ion, and. treats it 
in detail. To put it otherwise, it takes an epech in the 
life of an inr.liiridual, a race, or an age, and exhibits it 
in all its epis odes. ~~he underlying epoch should predeter-
mine all the incidents, for digressions that do not bear 
on this are clogging and weakening. 
The field of the epic is thus, broadly, life, and 
life in action. It is concerned rather, however, with the 
logic of events than of character, and with their pressure 
on us rather than with our molding of them, although the two 
can never be entirely dissociated. To present this inex-
orable logic of events it nru.st often fare far afield, relat-
ing the present to the past or one action to another that 
is simultaneous , and extraneous incidents, too, may be 
introduced. so far as illustrative. The logic need not, 
moreover, be true to life as it is, but merely to life as 
the poet conditions it. If Homer presupposes a gigantic 
cyclops, it is perfectl;t logical that the monster be able 
to hurl rocks large enough to founder a shj_l). 
The epic is, then, objective. Volition reeulates 
action, but once an action has been let loose it sets moving 
• 
• 
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a cause and effect sequence of its own that will tmpose 
will1r nilly on others, so closely is the weft of our life 
woven. Wit11 this outer tide of events the epic has mainly 
to do. Of course all this reverts to character somewhere, 
but in the epic it is usu~lly to a character other than the 
hero; in the classic epic it is often to the caprice of 
some god. The hero is swept along on the rush of things and 
this lends to the epic a romantic glamor, allowing stre~ge 
ad.ventures in far lands and on perilous seas . However, this 
logic of events has a distinct moral reference, nrust have 
it if the epic be true to Service. As a good tree cannot 
bring forth evil fruit, so any motive action if noble cannot 
result in il l . The great epics, as truly imitative, are 
swayed by this idea, and. so teach one of the greatest of 
lessons, the far-reaching power of influence. 
In greate:~t contrast to the narrowness of the 
lyric and the reflective poem is the epic fulness. The 
former by the utmost stretching cannot take up more than a 
single aspect of life, the latter, by implication at least, 
comprehends the whole range. Assuming such a large theme, 
the epic method is leisurely. Action, just as in life, pro-
ceeds rather with a slowly IJrogressive dignity and stateli-
ness than by fits and starts. This requires the epic measure 
to be 0qually leisurely, dignifiedf and stately; the ancients 
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found. the hexameter most appropriate, English poetry has 
foun d blank verRe most consonant with its genius. 
The highest form of poetry is the drama. This 
takes in both thA subjective and objective worlds, co·mbining 
the epic breadth with the lyric intensity. It deals with 
the funda~ental pas~ions of our natures, their inception 
and development, and their fruition in deeds. It does not 
formulate ethical dicta, but in viewing life impartially it 
must present it in accordance with those laws which ex-
perience has proven eternal, and these are highly ethical. 
Though an indirect teacher, it is the greatest, because it 
stilnula.tes us to make om.· own deductions which have then 
• the vigor and force of original discoveries. 
Drama iR of two classes, tragedy and comedy. The 
. ele~mental essential in all tragedy is conflict. This may 
be of two sorts, conflict between the individual and outer 
forces and conflict between inner forces. The latter has 
generally been the th~ue of modern tragedy, the former of 
classic tragedy, although no strict demarcation is possible. 
The former is furt11er cb;ubly d.i visible, into conflict b&-
tween the indbridual and forces totally outside the personal 
e realm, as Fate, and conflict between the individual and 
forces that are now outside of personal alteration but had 
their origin in chBracter. Ibsen among the moderns has 
shown the power of the second conflict in "G~osts"; the an-
• 
• 
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cients clung rather closely to the first as in "Oedil>US"; 
bu.t "Antigone" is a subtle combination of the tVTo • . The 
classic drama was greatly hampered. by the fact that con-
vention rather expected it to select its fable from a:roong 
fixed myths. Into this Procrustean bed character had to be 
made to fit and the result was not aliways satisfactor,1. 
Free will had to he seriously slighted, since the action 
a.etern1ined the ch1aracter instead of vice versa as logically. 
It could onl~r be attained by the well-nigh imposs i ble me-
thod of so framing a character that the action would seem 
to flow from h ira. 
The outcome of the tragedy was thus largely ex-
ternal. The catastrophe in "OedilJUs" is forced on from 
without, it is not the inevitable result of a spiritual flaw 
as in "Ot hello". such. t!'agedies as "Macbeth" or ~~a~ 
~where the main interest is in the soul, whe:e the 
real tragedy is that man, being made but a little lower 
.J . ...-~Mv 
than the angels, -e&i't" be so fallen from his high est ate, 
were out of the question. The view-point of the classic 
tragedy is thus really that of t he epic, objective, while 
its stringency of action and emotion lends it a lyric te~ 
per. The view-point of the ~odern tragedy is more that of 
the lyric, subject.ive, while its breadth of action gives it 
an epic cast. 
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The chief exponent of the tragic mess&get of 
1t course, is the tragic hero. According to P~istotle, the 
• 
• 
tragic hero should always be someone of comManding station, 
of like passions with ourselves but with decided leanings 
toward goodness, and drawn somewhat more than life-size, 
• stnning rather through error or a defect in character not 
of itself vicious than from wilfulness, and punished at the 
end more than he deserves. The first of these requiremer.ts 
is not inherently essential, but experience has })roved its 
efficiency. The same may be said of the second with the e~_ 
cept ion of the bias toward virtue. The last two must be 
given more than a passing notice • 
The restriction, which the earliest Greek trage-
dies strictly observed, that the fable should be drawn from 
an established. myth rather than from invention, made destiny 
indispensable. No man would pUt his~1head in a noose volun-
tarily after due warning, so he must be led to his fatal 
step by some compelling outer necessity. Now this re-
striction came about through the dramatist's oonviction that 
the office of poetry was to 1~ge the emotions by exciting 
pity and. fear. we cannot pit:r '1 man totally bad, because 
of wrath and disgust, nor one who wilfully sins, because of 
scorn: nor in the latter case can we feel ruch fear for our-
• 
• 
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selves. Our :modern conviction -- and. we firmly believe it 
to be a higher one -- is that the office of tragedy is to 
expound the eternal verities, the fundamental laws of life, 
and that fear and pity are merely incident a l and may or may 
not be used,as ·the poet sees fit. One Greek tragedy at 
least also exemplifi es this 1.riew. Antigone is drawn to 
her fate by forces outside herse'lf, hut they are after all 
forces ex:pressing a deep moral truth, "the sins of the fa-
thers shall be visited upon the children", the mistake of 
Oedipus being a sin in the Greek ethics. Again, Antigone 
sins - if sin it be - with her eyes open and not from 
blind error or defect of character. Pity and fear are in-
deed aroused, 1JUt it is becauFJe the poet has transgressed 
convention still further in so representing Antigone that 
we feel she has not erred at all but is sinned against. At 
the same t:IJne her father 1 s crime is constantly in the back-
ground., and our fear is not so much that we may be :put 1n 
Antigone 1 s place as that we may so act as to entail lj.ke 
misfortune on our posterity. Thus the basal appeal is more 
moral than emotional. 
The last Aristotelian requirement, that the gero. 
must be ~unished more than he deserves, is a logical de-
duction if destiny, not character, rule the fortunes of 
men. Let us examine this. Tragedy must be true to Nature 
if really imitative. Then it must be a law of life that 
• 
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error is to be chastised beyond its deserts. But who 
framed this law? God. Then God must chastise error beyond_ 
its deserts. This conclusion is immoral, nay, sacrilegious, 
but it is inevitable on the premises. We rise from such a 
tragedy with resentment at its injustice. If we paused to 
reason b ack of our e motions we would see that such a :re-
sentment should be turned against God. Any drama that 
leads us to such r evolt a gainst our Maker is irnmoral to the 
core 1 'lnd. a~r dictum that demands such a thing of drama is 
i mmoral. sophocles felt this and struggled to give free 
will at least a measure of i mportance by making Oed.i1ms 
/ 
arrogant and rash so that the denouement might have some ap-
pearance of springing from his cl1m"acter; but it was a strug-
gle against too great odds. 
Moreover, it is at least dubious whether tragedy 
of this s ort can ever be as great as tragedy founded on an 
inner conflict. Even its highest type stirs us into an un-
natural rebellion. Any tragedy where the hero is but the 
helpless victim of relentless external forces must excite 
our pity, and pity here is a form of' protest against the 
laws which the Cr Bator has judged good for His children, 
• and which we should accept even if we do not underst ami,. 
kno ~:·:ing that He doeth all things well. In pitying Antigone 
or Oswald in "Ghosts" we do not realize this b ec ause we do 
not rationalise our emotions, but it is none the less true. 
• 
Pity in such cases seems i mpossible to ·withhold, but it 
Im..lst somehow be misapplied since it leq.ds u s to doubt the 
just ice of the d.i ,,ine law o:f heredity and environment, -
which cannot be unjust bAcause it is clearl~r Making for 
progress. Ibsen escapes this danger by portraying Oswald 
in an unsympat hetic llght ::30 that we feel scant lOire for 
him, but the e xperiment is a dangerous one. 
The inner conflict may be of two sorts: a soul 
wholly bad at war with the moral order, or a soul at war 
with itself . "Richard III 11 represents the first type. Here 
the ~interest is in the external catastrophe. suspe nse 
/1 
is gained b y letting the hero add crime to crime, thus show-
ing how far Providence lets man presu . -•ne before hurling him 
to his final crash. Our fe e ling 1 ~~ not at all one of pity 
or fear but gratulation that the moral law has been justi-
fied and wonder that it is so forbearing, pUnishing in the 
end even f ar less than is deserved. "Macbeth" is an example 
of the second type. Here the external catastrophe is but 
incidental, only intensifying the ethica l purport. ''The 
soul. that sinneth, it shall die"; so :rea ds the l aw. And 
the real tragedy in "Macbeth" is accomplished when we see 
• the actual spiritual death +,hroes of Macbeth and Lady .Macbeth 
before us: the crash at the end is but an added touch, to 
show t hat 8in has its outer as well as inner consequences. 
'•Hamlet" is a combination of the two. The real tragedy so 
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far as the Dane is concerned, is in his weakness. The 
...,. tr anslation of this into results strengthens but d.oes not 
make the tragic function. The most tragic of these results 
is that the guilty king oes unpunished, but our moral sense 
demands that this shall not always be so. This is satis-
fied, just as in "Richard III", by the King • s final fall. 
Pity and fear are used. in these tragedies only as they sub-
serve the moral purpose. 
• 
Dealing , like the epic, wi t h action, tragedy must 
have unity, but it is much s tricter than in the epic. I·t 
cannot represent simult an0ous h appenings, for it is not 
striving to show t he coT!lpul s ion of events on character but 
vice versa . The 9.ction here rrru.st be a whole, that is, begin 
with one single act and end when that act so far as the 
chgracters in it are concerned., has spent its fo r ce, and 
this :rrn.tst be ac com;lished so that its performance on the 
stage shall not exceed three to three and a half hours. 
Classic tragedy was truncated. It presented only what oould 
be the climacteric scene i n modern tragedy, a prologue re-
citing briefly the antecedent action. This method allowed 
more f'ulnes s to the catastrophe than modern tragedy, but is 
tl also t ook away the breathless tension of the swift sharp 
f inal fall that modern tragedy gives and which is really 
t r uer to life. A storm may be long brewing but it bursts 
suddenly. The epic breadth of modern t r agedy, however, calls 
for far more selection than the Greek, and thiR renders it 
• extremely difftcult of perfection. Only toward the end do 
events move quiclcly, their d.e~reloping perioo_ is long and 
tedious. To attain unity in the midst of such complexity 
all but the thoronghl~' vital rrmst be discarded. 
The root of tragedy- being character, volition must 
be untrammeled. !like all poetry, trageo.y aims to reach the 
intellect, its Service is mutilated if it stop with t he emo-
tions. The fault of so many Greek tragedie s is that they 
will not stand the test of reason. If the motive force of 
tragedy- be put 11fithout, thP- soul can never be convinced. 
All that saves "0ediPt.tS 11 i B that our emotions are too strongly 
stimulated for us to reason through. Now to appeal to the 
ernotionD solely is to make pleasure the goal of poetry, and 
we have seen that this goal is not pleasure but ins truct ion. 
Put otherw-ise, the end of poetry is Truth, Beauty is only 
the means. Tragedy, too, rust ha,re a personal application. 
This it can scarcely he.ve if it leads us t.o believe we are 
but the playthino of' Fate -rdo 17hat we will. 
Free will irnplies a very definite logic. Tragedy 
is largely a study in causation and the wil1 is the greatest 
It causal force outside of the fixed moral order. When the se-
quence start eJ. lJ"if the w111 clashes with the sequence started 
by the moral order we have the tragic oo.nflict. Among the 
i 7 ...£.._ 1 • .£,...(_ 
demands of the latter is that vice shall be :Pttnished and 
It 
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virtue rewarded -- "poetic justice". This does not forbid 
~ error dragging innocence with it in its fall~as in the 
case of Cordelia in "King Lear", for that is not only true 
to Nature but one of the most highly tragic results of 
error) 7 but applies to the larger is&'Ues. Even though this 
may not always be eYident in the case of every individual 
life, tragedy, as a teacher of morals, must take it into 
account. Shal:;:m:(!)Are's presentation of the opposite case 
is but an example of his comprehension of all sides of life. 
~~he primary function of poetry we have said re-
peatedly is Service. Wherein does tragedy serve? At the 
risk of being redundant, we will reaffirm that it is by 
setting before us the moral laws and exhibiting the harrow-
ing consequences of their disobedience, and by tea~~ ing that 
right rrust prevail. Thus in "Hamlet 11 Shakespere by a deft 
~l:i'~'l touch at the end shows that Demnark is not left hel:p-
less after all the misery and woe it has undergone, but has 
gained in Fortinbras a king of strength and decision. 
With t:r_•agedy as a point of departure we may better 
understand comedy. Like tragedy, comedy dei)end.s on conflict. 
This is of two kinds: conflict between things as they~ 
41 and as they ~,(as the audience sees them, and as the 
actors see them)7 or between forces within. The first pro-
duces romantic come1y, the second comic comedy. 
• 
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Romantic comedy diff ers rrin.ely in essentials fm:m 
tragedy. Its characters are not in collision with any · 
fundamental moral laws but are simpl~r under a ludicrous rnis-
ap:preh~nsion, xnistaken identity being almost always the 
form t hi s takes. The Yiew-point is again shifted to action 
rather than character and our main interest is i n e1rents. 
we do not ask for logic or free-will. The dramatist may pre-
suppose all sorts of improbable things , such as double sets 
of doubles, fairies, or women masquerading as men, and we 
gladly accept them all i f only we 9re amused. The outcome, 
too, must be happy. And in the fina l clearing up we over-
look all s orts of illo~icalities, such as sudden conver-
sions, or the death of a rich uncle. The deus ex machina, 
so resolutely banished by the tragic Muse, :r.tay here have 
fulJ. scope, for character is not the i m1)e l l ing force. In-
deed., the leading characters may be largely lay figures, as 
the lovers in "A Mids'l.l.!Irner Ni ght's Dream". Wit and absurdity 
are at a premium. "Poetic justice" here must be strictly 
preserve6., howe~rer, except that the sinners a.re usually let 
off :pretty lightly. &"Uch comedy abounds in humou:r, and h ere 
ifJ perhaps 1 ts greatest moral lesson. Seizing on contrast, 
e it holds up for our laughter all the fo il)les and follies, 
fads. and fancies, to which ?re are prone, dissects them with 
a smile, and leaves u s loving the fool in the end. It is 
never sternly rebuking but sympathetically admOnitory. The 
• 
hero and heroine usually alone share in the conflict and may 
be finely drawn, although they have but little Yolitional 
effect on the outcome. Tlley are usu::tlly sane and often 
highl1' intellectual. oomF.Jdy is about the only place where 
character can be deline9.ted for it a own s:ake and many of 
our most thoroughly human dramatic creations owe their l)eing 
there. The minor characters are not gP-nera.llJr involved in 
the conflict but are put in for humour merely. This phase 
of comedy -- com~on also to comic comedy -- is the one gen-
erally introd.uced into tragedy to lessen tl1'e tension and 
increase the effect by contrast. 
Comic comedy is much different. Volition here 
plays a large part. Like tragedy it deals with error, hut 
v;ith minor errors, ::,-uch as avarice, lovers' jealousy (also 
a fine tragic theme), or stupidity. It then traces these 
out into t~~ct~~":tfe, but ru.-:_ vmys with a somewhat 
lighter touchf\l "Th$1~;~;~~~dt. of Venice" is a type of this 
sort of comedy, although it has a deep romantic tinge as 
well. Here the events do depend on character and logic is 
rrust ained. From this kind of comedy tragedy is never far 
off. It is ruthless in stripping vice and folly b:'ll"e, in 
e exposing hypocrisy and affectation, anll handles its sub-
jects witl1out gloves. In all this it is mnch m .in to 
tragedy in s:pirit and we often pity :its deluded victims, al-
though we cannot love them as we do in romantic comedy. 
IJaughter largely fails here if eff0cts be pushed. to extremes • 
• ~ Shylock on his knees or Sir Giles Overreach in his avrful 
end do not even excite a smile. Even if laughter exist at 
all, it is of the mind, for this comedy is humorous. only 
in s!X)ts. Ita whole attitude is Puritanical and so rather 
unpleasant, but its moral force is greater than that of ro-
mantic comedy. 
We have now almost reached the end of our long ef-
forts. one po~nt in poetry alone remains to be touched on, 
its technique, and this has been reserved till now because 
on last analysis it is this that essent iall~r divides poetry 
from prose. We shall consider technique under the he·ads of 
metre~ rhythm, and rtme. 
Meter is the succession of accented syllables in 
a fixed order. This corres~nds somewhat to the beating of 
the heart, more exactly perhaps to the accent in music. 
It has ~ regnl .qrity and swing to it that very aptly repre-
sent many of our errntions and is the simplest mode of poetio 
music, as the ttme is in other music. 
Heter is really, however, non-essential. Our 
emotions are not always regular, and they cease to respond 
to a too-constant stimulus. Mere metre becomes vastly 
mechanical. Even if part iall~r concealed in rhythm 1 t is 
sometimes not perfectly satisfactory, for we still feel its 
presence: and there are times when the beating of the heart 
is absolutely forgot. 
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As metre corresponds to the pUlses of the heart, 
rhythm corres ponds to the breathing. Like the breath it is 
une1ren, now short and fast, now long and leisurely, but 
alway~ with a certain h arrnony. Like the breath, too, it 
rarely corresponds with the heart-beats but overlays the.'"!l. 
Rhythm is es$ential in poet~J. Poetry was at 
first intended to be recited or chanted and cannot even now 
be eppreciated to the full unless read aloud. Now nothing 
so influences the voice as the breath. When we are stirred 
by any strong emotion, be it pleasant or unpleasant, our 
utterance at once becomes rhythmical. If poetry deals at 
211 in emotion-- and we have seen how largely it dOes 
its ve?ry re.ture imposes rhythm on it. A sustained e!llOtion 
demands a swelling flow in its phrasing. When the rise and 
<)~ .. .f 
fall of the verse tall~' e~actly with the" rise anci fall of 
;,_, . ._ "' f fJ \ O ..... ; ' ''."t (1-......_ ....... . • ' ' ...., . > 
the breathArhythm is perfect. At times emotion becomes so 
strong that it rust cast away the underlying metre. Metre 
conveys a sense of refinement, and this is not always de sir-
able. Whitman discards metre and achieves thereby a certain 
ir'lpetuous, primitive force and rhapsodic vigor. Shakespere 
realized this and introduces what are called "prose" passages 
but which will be seen on examination to be highly poetic. 
nut prose has its rhythms as well as verse: where, then, is 
the difference? It is this -- verse rhythm must be a musical 
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rhythm, the main characteristic of which is the exceeding 
~ nicety· with which it fits the emotion it imparts. When any 
passage or even line in prose has e.chie,red this it has b&-
come poet~J. 
Rime is another non-essential. It is of two 
kinds, beginning (alliteration) and end, each consisting in 
the repetition of similar sounds. BY its very nature 
artificial, tt cannot be essential, because it linits the 
choice of ·words so grea tl3r. 
It does aid me!!lory very materially, hnwever, and 
in so doing it ~s ~ assists POIJUlar appeal. All can 
app:reci ~te a tune 'illd whistle it, but this is not true of 
• t J1e fugue. It is probably this that has led our poetH to 
~t their simplest, most direct thoughts in rime. And it 
• 
also is the most readily caught if not the greatest form of 
Tm.lsic and the most singable, and so is practically necessary 
to the lyric. 
w~ 1nay now gather up the loose ends of our in-
quiry in a final synthesis. Art, we have learned, rm1st 
serve. Poetry is the highest art since it serves best, 
since it can best interpret. Because of this it was the 
;t(-0J... 
earliest art. It satisfies 8\t'F" cra,ring of our higher nature 
for expression more nearly than anything else. This crav-
ing ts not content with anything but the true, and demands~ 
too, that the true be express ed through the beautiful, so 
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poetry at its highest reveals the eternal verities. BUt 
since Truth may appear differently to different poets, all 
we can ask of the poet is that he be sincere, give us Truth 
as he see s .it, leaving to time the decision as to whether 
he thought aright or no and is to be crowned with the g;o:lden 
crown or ti1e laurel. And he must not mistake Be!luty, the 
means, for the end of his labors, or he will soon be for-
gotten or reviled. To gain all thes~ things the poet ,mnst 
be insp.ired, and as insDired his utterances have an air of 
,.~~~ ~ 
finality, a 1roice o"f 0/rtdrf¢ri,y, and as such we should be pre-
pared to accept them, always being open to convict ion, never 
refitsing the poet the right to plead his cause before the 
til twin bars of our reason and conscience. The poet's inspira-
• 
t. ion, however, does not preclude labor on his part. He 
must go over his lines again and again, "strike on the anvil 
a second heat", until they mirro~ forth perfectly his 
thought. He must also tra,rail in spirit until he begets 
an adequate imaginative medium: and in his handling of this 
is his creativeness. All these hard terroR he must accept as 
due his lofty mission of &ervice, but all would be in 'Vain 
did he gain no hearing in the end. He must, then, put the 
result of his labors so they will be within the reach of 
all. His appeal need not be irn:mediateltor to the "common 
herd" merely, bLt he should have somewhat to say that even 
they can tr2.nslate into their lives. 
• 
• 
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We may now venture a definition of poetry, to be 
understood in the light of what has already been said. 
Poetry, -- so we would define it, -- poetry as literature 
is the beautiful and rhythmic expression in words of a sin-
cere emotion or concept, its final end being to serve the 
human spirit by the revel at, ion of absolute Truth, and only 
~ clAJC·•V 
that poetry~ greatest whichAreveal such Truth. 
/\ ' \ 
we have at last reached the end of our labors. 
we have endeavored to l)e explicit, but this was perhaps 
not alvrayn possible when dealing with large matte.'rs. Quota--
tion has been generally avoided because very few :Doetic 
principles can be elucidated by it save at a length we 
felt forbidding. With the hope that there may have been in 
our remarks some matter for ref l ection we make our exit • 
. I 
• 
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